Burnt circuit breaker

It only takes a minute to sign up. I have a Federal Pacific breaker box. I saw some posts
indicating that such panels are of low quality. It sounds like I should replace everything; I will
try to get going on that. What would make one of the hot legs on the main breaker burn and get
brittle? This is coming from meter glass to the panel. The other side of breaker that feeds the
house looks good, no obvious damage. Why didn't the breaker blow? Does it only protect the
house side? The house is the only house being fed off the transformer. Could it have been
lightning or a power surge from power lines? For the first, I'd use a clampmeter to diagnose the
overload situation. For the second, I'd check for a sagging voltage on that leg as testing
resistance from lug to wire would require the utility to pull the meter. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 6
months ago. Active 4 years, 6 months ago. Viewed 5k times. Improve this question. Hello, and
welcome to Stack Exchange. We'd like to help, but it's really hard to understand what you're
asking. You might want to edit your question to make it clearer. Is the burned leg still actively
overheating? Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. What happened to burn the leg was some
combination of two things: You were pulling excessive amperage through the leg without the
breaker tripping to protect the circuit from the overload, resulting in overheating of the
overloaded leg. Improve this answer. I do not like FPE "stab lock" panels and replace them as a
priority. But if the wires are loose in the lugs this could be the problem. Just an after thought is
this aluminum wire? Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up
using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured
on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 1. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. According to a study by the National Fire
Prevention Association, faulty wiring is the most common cause of house and apartment fires
in the United States. Because of this, codes for electrical work are constantly changing to
provide a safer living environment. But even if your electric system is current no pun intended ,
you can still be vulnerable to burned wires. Burned wires create a lot of issues within the home.
If you notice problems such as light bulbs burning out quickly, flickering, or you have an issue
with a light fixture refusing to turn, on you might have a burned wire. Burned wires are
dangerous and are a leading cause of house fires. But the really scary part about them is that
you may have one and not know it for a really long time, which makes your home a danger zone.
A lamp might flicker for a few days then work fine for the next week. And that makes them really
hard to notice. Because burned wires are hard to detect, knowing what causes them is a great
way to prevent them from occurring. Loose connections are primarily responsible for burned
wires. In the back of all receptacles are terminals in which wires should be anchored so they
stay in place. This is called backstabbing, and backstabbed wires have a tendency to become
loose. A loose wire causes the wire to burn, and burned wires will eventually start a fire. The
holiday season is right around the corner and this means decorating the home and yard with
colorful lights. In order to do this, an extension cord is usually needed. But if the extension
cords are not placed in certain areas, you can end up with burned wiring. This causes the wiring
that is inside the receptacle the cord is plugged into to fray and become burned. A circuit is
made to hold a certain amount of heat. And many times there is enough good wire left to use to
make the connection safe again. The electrical wiring in your home needs to be monitored
regularly by a licensed professional because the slightest problem can end up causing a fire
that could burn your entire house down. If you notice any of the signs mentioned above in your
home call the experts at John Moore Services to come and take a look. Because taking the time
to fix a burned wire now is a lot better than having to rebuild your home after an electrical fire.
Loose Electrical Connection Loose connections are primarily responsible for burned wires.
Abuse and misuse The holiday season is right around the corner and this means decorating the
home and yard with colorful lights. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no
relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. This document
demonstrates detection and fire risks of a bad electrical circuit breaker which burned, failed to
trip, and remained live in the electric panel. Page top photo of a UBI circuit breaker overheating
and smoking under testing, courtesy of Dr. Jess Aronstein. A study by Dr. Aronstein, an
independent electrical engineer who has performed testing for various government and private
agencies notes that the UBI-brand circuit breakers were the worst performing of the group
tested. The UBIs are the worst of the lot, and they are the only ones other than FPE that have
shown a tendency for the 2-pole breakers to jam. The surprise was that the Siemens and Murray
identical breakers with different paper labels on them are not meeting the UL spec. Next
problem is that although many people and organizations have the authority to do something
about it, nobody has the responsibility to take any action. This failure data test report is as of 29
September and includes tests performed by David W. Carrier and Jess Aronstein between and
These used [circuit] breakers are field samples that were removed from buildings during

upgrades or renovations. FPE [circuit breaker failure test result] data is representative of
breakers that have been tested. Aronstein would like to obtain and test UBI Connecticut Electric
Zinsco type replacement breakers that might be in your electrical panel. They are usually grey in
color, and might have been installed as replacements or when new circuits were added. If you
have any of the UBI-Z breakers, please send them to:. Noting that you found this request at this
InspectApedia. Articles describing other in-service or "used" circuit breaker brands are
included in this article below. Nov 20, Steve L said:. I'm looking to replace an old panel for a
variety of reasons. Is there are good source for this information? Many thanks! From speaking
with industry experts over several decades it's apparent that most of the circuit breakers and
panels by major equipment manufacturers perform very well, with failure-rates as in fail-to-trip
in response to an overcurrent are at a very small fraction - well under 1 per-cent. Our OPINION
is that in most installations conventional residential circuit breakers from most manufacturers
almost never fail to trip when they should - certainly that is the expectation of consumers.
That's a failure rate around times worse than what we expect in the industry. We are now in the
4th generation of AFCI devices - so I would not tar current brands with more historical issues,
but I agree that nuisance tripping, particularly on AFCI's has been a reported problem yet to be
fully addressed. David Carrie, a New York electrical engineer briefly continued Jess Aronstein's
work on testing circuit breaker performance independently of work supported by manufacturers
but regrettably, although he reported to me privately that some current circuit breaker brands
seemed to have higher no-trip rates than the industry average, he did not complete nor report
that research publicly. By it appeared that David had moved on to other projects. Aronstein took
up that task once again and in we include some of his recent test results here. Recent research
citations on circuit breaker performance and breaker failure rates such as no-trip or failure to
trip in response to an over-current. Other critical electrical system failures that are directly or
closely related to individual circuit breaker brands, models, or wiring practices are explained
and photo-documented at the live-linked articles just above. Watch out : circuit breaker trip
testing such as described both by Koty op. For example testing a circuit breaker in-situ in a
home by putting a deliberate overload on the circuit risks setting the building on fire. Other do it
yourself or homeowner circuit breaker testing risks include inaccurate test results, conducting
an improper test that does not properly assure that the circuit breaker will perform correctly
under varying conditions of load, time, and environments, reporting as "safe" a breaker that is
in fact not compliant with ANSI C37 nor UL standards such as UL or other pertinent circuit
breaker testing standards, and worst: some problem brands such as FPE experience an
increased fail-to-trip rate fail to open in response to an over current after the breaker has been
"exercised" either by switching it on and off or by exposing it to an overcurrent. We do not
recommend circuit-breaker testing by homeowners, electricians, nor in-situ testing of circuit
breakers unless conducted by an expert. On opening the panel, arcing and burn marks were
obvious. Note the black stains along the left side of the right-hand bus bar above the highest
breaker in the panel. Note also the corrosion present at the neutral bus and bus bar connector
at the panel bottom right corner. This panel was in a wet utility basement of an old house in New
York state. However it did not appear that moisture in the panel from basement conditions was
the root cause of overheating and damage. There was not general corrosion throughout the
panel. The panel itself was relatively new, less than ten years old. A look at the center of the
panel shows pieces of circuit breaker plastic and other debris that was obviously a product of
arcing and burning at one of the circuit breakers. A closer look at the same area shows a piece
of one of the right-hand breakers sitting atop the lower breaker on the left. Notice the red and
white corroded material at the lower right corner of the top breaker. Aronstein suggests that
overheating in the breaker burned off zinc or other anti-corrosive plating leading to bleed-out of
rust particles. Other breakers in the panel, presumably of the same age, did not show these
visual indications of damage. Finally, shifting the angle and getting some better light on the
subject one could see that the lower of the uppermost two breakers in the panel right side had
burned badly where it was connected to the aluminum bus of the panel. It was remarkable that
despite severe damage to the breaker and panel bus, the breaker was still conducting current to
the circuit connected to it. During a home inspection inspectors should not touch equipment
like this. Of course, what's called-for is an immediate repair which most likely requires
replacement of the bus assembly and breakers if not the whole panel. Home inspectors are not
forensic engineers, but it appears obvious to anyone looking at this equipment in-situ that
overheating at the connection of the breaker to the panel bus must have led to arcing, breaker
damage, and thus creation of an unsafe condition in which there is very likely no overcurrent
protection being provided by this equipment. You don't need a VOM or digital volt meter to see
bad burn ups like this but this failure is a strong recommendation for use of digital multimeters
or simple neon testers to confirm that circuit breakers really do turn off the power. Thank you

Alan. I agree thst there is more to say on this. The two Engineers whose work is described and
reported in these articles are of course experts in the field as well. The testing that we report
generally is following the specifications of UL and simikar standards in order for the findings to
be able to be compared with other products and tests. I agree that your additional tests are
quite interesting in the results are important. If there's published work from your area that we
could include here would be glad to do so. Just as a point of clarity, the significance of the
article on this page and the supporting test results is that a significant percentage of circuit
breakers from some manufacturers have an extremely high failure rate. That will come as a
surprise to many consumers and others who assume that if a circuit breaker is available in the
electrical supply market it is reliable. In my opinion as well as those in nationally-recognized
independent experts, those failing circuit breakers are unsafe. It seems likely that the
underlying problem is that there's no independent agency serving as the electrical testing
police. In some cases those tests have proven credible and in others as shown here there's a
significant question raised. The above article on residential grade circuit breakers is a bit
misleading. All breakers have a trip curve published by the mfg. Reading the curve is a bit
daunting until you learn what they are telling you. A trip requires current thru time to cause an
action. More current less time. When we tested a large breaker we used 3x, 6x and 10x for
current settings. Residential breakers are sold at a loss because that is how the industry goes
to market. They make it up on the larger breakers for uses other than residential. Wind could
disturb a loose or poor service entry wire connection causing partial loss of power - e. Watch
out: if you see disturbed overhead service entry wires between the utility power lines in the
street and your house OR in the street itself that is a VERY DANGEROUS condition risking
death by electrocution of someone touches those downed electrical wires or even if they go
near them or touch something the wires touch. In that case stay away and call your electric
utility and emergency services for help. Our lights flickered a couple times and then we loss
power to two sections of our house. There is a lot of wind tonight. Arleen, Watch out : What you
describe indeed sounds unsafe, risking a house fire. Buzzing, crackling noises in electrical
equipment is usually an immediate red flag that means you want to turn OFF such misbehaving
circuits right away, then get help from a trained, licensed electrician. The problem could be. So
unless you or hubby are trained and comfortable fixing wiring I'd not do it. On by Arleen Young
- snapping buzzing crackling electrical sounds in a Crimson Mobile Home. Hi ive been reading
jumping round passing some stuff up till i got to the questions and or comments. Im in a 93
model crimson mobile home and it has coppr and aluminum wiring and the breaker box is a
Siemens. And just last mth my husband had finally replaced the kitchen ceiling light fixture. The
old one strtd to give problems and the long bulbs didnt wana come on anymore and my stupid
self was steppng on a stool to stand on the sink counter messing with the bulbs so i could hve
light to cook ect And u could hear the balster box on the end buzzng and crackng when u try to
push and twist the bulb. It finally got so bad i said no more and had to put to lamps in the
kitchen with no shade so i could c. So he finally went to Lowes and bought an all LED fixture
but ever since he installed it theres ben popping and crackng noises that move around just in
the kitchen area and sometimes are very loud and hard! Im not liking this at all!!! Ive ben saying
somethng for awile now and he hears it too but just acts like he doesnt care. Ive just purchased
5 new smoke alarms and placed them thru out the home. Luckiky they were here. To put it out
butnever replaced it. Thers a exstinguisher but its as old as the house dont know if itll wrk. But
also 3or4 light switches hve quit wrkng and the breakers 1 or 2 dont kniw which ones
occasionally click off for now reason. And it seems like the noises happen more when u click on
the heater furnace. The air unit outside had quit wrkng several yrs bak so thers window units
and the larger 1in livingroom when it was running this summer would make the power and
lights click on and off real quick when the compressor kickd in! And 2or3 times really more than
that weve had power surges where the power would click off and back on again sometimes
2twice in one day! Im not able to sleep hardly cuz im afraid its guna catch fire and im in the
master bdrm with the breaker box and 2sm windows and one big 1 with air window unit in it
which i would jus throw stuf out of the way and kick the unit out with my foot to get out if im
awake! But ive got 3 animsls id hve to retrieve too. And the ole man sleeps up in front bdrm
where he can be out in no time! But when i touch the breaker box its warm to the touch and the
breakers r too. But not that bad really. But like today the power flinched and he said he heard a
poppng noise come from the midfle bdrm close to his. But he never chks anythng out. So can u
tell me how much danger am i in?! Does this trailer sound like its a death trap like i think it is?!
Plz give me some advice. But i am callng around for an electrician thatll come give a free
estimate today , monday! Right b4 Thanksgiving when ill b cooking. And when i hve to leave to
go somewhere i turn the main breaker off to the whole house cuz of the animals. I dont wana
lose them to a irresponsible guy. Whos lazy. Will wrk his ass off at his job that he wrks with

under ground utilitys and sewage. But wont do nothing at his home! Dsnt mke since too me.
Anyway i turn the breaker off cuz after about 30 mins the popping stops. Cuz i chkd it out one
day listening to it decided to see if it would stop. And it did. Then aftr 35mins clikd it bak on and
it took about an hour b4 i heard the noises again. But that was a mth ago. When i clik it bxk on it
dont tke long to strt again! Ok im done! Hope to hear bak soon! Thanks, Arleen Y. We have a
oven microwave combo unit with intermittent power shut down and right after power comes
back showing on LED board that needs to be time and date reset. Occasional heat in oven not
getting to what it registers by 50 or so degrees. Could the breaker be causing these short fails.
Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments
box below and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be
delayed: if your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it
might be a web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator.
Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is
loading comments Paul, Minnesota Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates'
provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended
as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field
inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. When was the last time you
thought about your electrical system? If you are like most homeowners, chances are, it has
been a while. However, an outdated or malfunctioning service panel or circuit breaker can pose
risks to your property and safety, not to mention numerous hassles like blown fusesâ€”so it is
important to be proactive about your system. Our local team at Current Electric Co. We offer
comprehensive service panel and circuit breaker services, including installation, replacement,
upgrades, and repairs to homes throughout Milwaukee and surrounding areas. With over 35
years of industry experience, we are electrical experts, who can answer any and all of your
electric system questions. To learn more about how we can help your home shine, call us today
at If your home was built before , it is possible that you have a fuse box instead of a panel,
which can be incapable of providing your home with the power it needs. Additionally, if you
have an older service panel, it is more likely to need frequentâ€”and costlyâ€”repairs. Our
skilled and trustworthy team will perform a detailed assessment of your panel system and offer
our honest recommendations to help you make the most informed decision for your home. Our
goal is to provide honest, high-quality, and long-lasting electrical service that our community
can count on. That is why we are proud to offer detailed service panel inspections in addition to
our reliable installation and upgrade services. Whether you want to catch a problem before it
affects your safety, or you are ready to start the panel upgrade pro
lennox thermostat wiring diagram
peugeot 206 user manual
door lock walmart
cess today, our team is ready to get the job done right. Our team is standing by to solve your
service panel or circuit breaker problem. Call our Milwaukee electricians at or fill out our easy
online form today! Upgrade Your Service Panel If your home was built before , it is possible that
you have a fuse box instead of a panel, which can be incapable of providing your home with the
power it needs. Better safety features: Eliminate the risk of electrical shock or arcs thanks to
modern service panels. Increase the resale value of your home: Hiring an experienced
electrician to upgrade your service panel is an easy and hassle-free way to increase your
property value. Choose Current Electric Co. First Name Please enter your first name. Last Name
Please enter your last name. Phone Please enter your phone number. This isn't a valid phone
number. Email Please enter your email address. This isn't a valid email address. Please make a
selection. Message Please enter a message. Send Information.

